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Ed’Ed’s Columns Column
confessions of a Morris tart

This time it really is a confessional - my name’s Jen, and I slept
through my alarm and was late on May Morning. I’m very very

sorry, Sharp and Blunt! Everyone else, luckily, did a sterling job
and ensured that the sun rose bright and beautiful to begin a

long, hot summer of glorious dancing. 
Since the last edition I’ve enjoyed representing OM at the Morris

Ring’s Annual Representatives Meeting, and I’ve been busy
dancing at lots of great events - recently Folk Weekend Oxford
kicked off the season wonderfully in my neck of the woods. I’ve

attended great clog and jig workshops in various parts of the
country, and enjoyed my first Adderbury Day of Dance (or ‘day

of drink’ according to some - a good time was had by all!)
As I write, I’m packing to head off to Rochester Sweeps in the

morning! I used to go frequently, first as a morris minor with
Shinfield Shambles, but I haven’t been for years so I’m looking

forward to seeing the place again. I bet it’s not changed a bit!
There’s so much to look forward to this year, with OM’s JMO

NDOD, and our first Sue Dyke Award which will hopefully
showcase a host of young talent and stars to light the future up

brightly. Thanks as always to all of OM, and to Hilary Maidstone,
our impeccable proof reader. A very warm welcome to OM to Brixton Tatterjacks, one of

our newest sides, who you can meet on page 5, and to everyone else who has joined us
this year. It’s an exciting time to be a Morris dancer (well it always is :-) ) and a great time

to be in OM - I have a good feeling about this summer - happy dancing one and all!
Jen
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ChairChair ’’s Columns Column
As I write this, I'm looking forward to
the JMO National Day of Dance in

Peterborough to showcase all forms of
Morris dance and allied traditional

dance. While some of the UK will be
glued to televisions watching Prince
Harry's wedding or the FA Cup Final,
OM will be bringing a riot of colour,

music and dance to the streets of one
City and helping hundreds of

participants to have a thoroughly
enjoyable day! I know where I prefer to

be!

The latter part of 2017 saw the deaths
of two men who were hugely influential

in my early days of trying to get to
grips with the mysteries of double

step, over 40 years ago. Whilst it's not
surprising to lose contemporaries as
one gets older, it is always sad to lose the shared memories of the early days of

mixed morris along with the potential for teaching more youngsters and keeping the
traditions going. For that reason, I am particularly glad that we have launched the

competition for the Sue Dyke Award this year and hope it will encourage and
motivate our younger members. There is still time to devise an entry and have it

ready by the closing date of September 1st so please get creative if you are under
30. You can "meet" the judges on page 10.

Speaking of mixed morris - have a look at Jen's article on page 14 for a report on
the Morris Ring's Annual Representatives Meeting in March and its ground-

breaking vote! I can see exciting times ahead as the three Morris Organisations
continue to work closely together.

I hope to catch up with many of you in Peterborough. Fingers crossed for a lovely
sunny day.

Nicki Pickering
Open Morris Chair

Hot ofHot off the press:f the press:
Wonderful to be dancing Valentine with our West Mids Area Rep, Craig Simmonds
and his lovely girlfriend Lucy Wilkins at Upton on Severn Folk Festival when Craig
proposed. Thankfully Lucy said yes!! Many congratulations from all OM Officials

and your vast array of morris friends!
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Meet Brixton TMeet Brixton Tatterjacks!atterjacks!

"I will if you will!"

This was the deal that
Rowan and I agreed last

May when we decided to try
Morris dancing - probably a

foolish decision for me,
being over the hill for
activities that involve

leaping about in public
waving sticks, but Rowan is
young enough to get away

with it.

We'd been at the Brixton Windmill beer and bread festival in the hope of
seeing the Brixton Tatterjacks although they only put in an appearance
outside the Windmill pub later on. We'd seen them a few weeks earlier

at their first dance out at a protest against the closure of our much-loved
local Carnegie Library - four dancers at that point, some of whom

doubled as musicians.  The occasion was typical of the Tatterjacks'
strong commitment to local causes.

Johnny B, our Squire, had been thinking of forming a Morris dancing
side and after seeing Morris dancers at a gig in honour of folk singer

Shirley Collins in February 2017 he posted on Facebook to see if
anyone else would be interested. It turned out quite a few people were
and within a month they had learnt their first dances and had their first

dance out. Will Allen, who dances with many sides, gave them their first
lesson and our signature dance, Brockwell Park. The name Tatterjack

came from a scarecrow character in a children's book.

Several members including our wonderful Foreman, Lis, are very good
musicians from the No Frills Band who play folk music regularly at the

Windmill pub, but it's been hard work to bring the dancing up to speed.
Most of us have no previous dancing experience of any sort let alone
Morris although Chris, a keen member of other sides, helps raise the

standard. Our style is Border but we've talked about branching into Molly

4
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and might even do it one day. Johnny has described us as a 'bunch of
ex-squatters with dodgy knees' which seems fair. Certainly our 'look'
tends to be based on what we can rummage in charity shops - white
shirt, black waistcoat and trousers or skirt depending on choice but not
necessarily gender, and a top hat or bowler decorated according to
personal preference although our vintage red and green ribbon is
important. At first there were no tatters despite our name but a few are
starting to appear in small bunches.

We danced at a few local events last summer but our first big one was
the Lambeth Country Show in Brockwell Park (where we practise in the
summer months). As we weren't booked as performers we resorted to
guerrilla Morris - show up in kit, find an open space and just start
dancing. It worked well and we even got some publicity on the local
online news site, Brixton Buzz.

The Tatterjacks also took part in Tenterden Folk Festival; I couldn't go
but those who did seem to have found it a life-changing experience and
have been talking ever since about it and what an honour it was as a
new team to take part in this huge gathering of Morris dancers.

In October we joined Blackheath Morris Men and friends for a dance out
in Greenwich including two sets beside the Cutty Sark. I've no idea what
the tourists made of
us but we seemed
popular and it was
an education to see
much more
experienced sides
performing, both
sober and drunk -
the final dances took
place just among
ourselves after far
too many pints. The
video of our last
attempt at Twiglet is
hilarious but
definitely not for
public viewing!

continues overleaf 5
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We rounded off our first year with a Wassail in
December. Our plan to dance at five or six

locations around Brixton got whittled down due
to (a) grumpy pub managers who don't

appreciate the tradition of welcoming Morris
dancers, (b) pouring rain making Windrush

Square an open invitation to break limbs and
(c) the landlord at the Windmill forgetting to open up for us. However we

managed a couple of sets outside other pubs and most importantly the
Wassail itself in the embryonic Brixton Orchard complete with warm

cider, toast and a wassail song, thanks to Chris. We also got another
wonderful write-up in Brixton Buzz.

As we get ready for our second season with several bookings already
lined up, what are our plans for the future? More members certainly, and
ideally younger ones, our average age being the wrong side of 40. We're

also getting better at dancing, adding to our repertoire and planning to
invite other sides to join us at our next Wassail. We're hoping to take

part in more big folk events so look out for us. And if you live within
reach of Brixton, come along to one of our practices and join in!

Find out more at www.facebook.com/groups/tatterjacksbrixton.

Damaris Dodds
Baggie, Brixton Tatterjacks

tatterjacks in greenwich, photo by Anthony Mak

wassailing
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May Morning - an experimentalMay Morning - an experimental

video projectvideo project

Heather Fox is a video editor who creates short films using archives of images and
footage.

Having many fond memories of May Mornings past, particularly with her family on
the Magdalen bridge in Oxford, she was amazed by how unaware so many people
were about the variety of May morning activities across the country.

So in April 2017 she turned her attention to the Morris community for an
experimental project. She used social media to ask anyone who was celebrating
May Morning to provide images and footage for a video that was to showcase and
celebrate the diversity and magic of these annual traditions.

The response was outstanding, with donations coming from all corners of the UK
and around the globe.

A year later, the film has been completed. With a soundtrack performed by her
father, Stephen Coad, a member of Traditional Bampton Morris Dancers, she has
tried to capture the magic and atmosphere experienced by all those who welcome
in the May. 

You can see it at https://youtu.be/hgEvpJc4Mq0 and enjoy identifying sides and
locations, and playing spot the tune.

If you want to show it in public, downloadable files and DVDs are available, with a
donation requested towards the Vaughan Williams Library at Cecil Sharp House.
Please contact heather@thepurplefox.org for more details.

photo by Hannah Davenhill
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The CompanyThe Company

of the of the 

Owd OssOwd Oss
It is rare in life that you have a

'Eureka!' moment.
One of mine came in the autumn of
2005, as I lay in bed, reading a copy
of 'A Dictionary of English Folklore.' I

had been idly following a trail
prompted by the see also… sections

at the end of each entry, when I
stumbled upon the Poor 'Owd 'Oss.

A traditional folk play from the
Nottinghamshire/Derbyshire border.
"Wait a minute!" I thought, "I'm from

the Nottinghamshire/Derbyshire
border!"

The rest is history.
I did some digging, found a play script
(collected by Mason, 1902), enlisted a
friend who could read the music for me
and tell me how it went, built a horse's
skull out of chicken wire and papier-

mâché, told my mate Nick he was going
to be the body of the beast and away we
went. That was over thirteen years ago
and, since then, we've been going from

strength to strength.
Each year, on the Thursday before

Christmas, The Company of the Owd Oss
- as we call ourselves - takes the play out

to the pubs of Kimberley,
Nottinghamshire. Usually, we field about

eight performers, depending on
availability, all of whom are or have been
members of The Black Pig Border Morris. 

We always make a collection, with all
proceeds going to charity.

The play consists of a short, introductory
song, followed by a longer piece that

details the sorry state of an elderly horse.
This is delivered by our 'Ticer', Kev, who

is dressed as a blacksmith, whilst the rest
of us accompany him on various musical

instruments. Meanwhile, our horse -
Dobbin - runs amok around the pub,

attacking the public, disrupting the band
and generally making the most of the time

left to him before he is sent to the
knackers yard.

As it is all done in song, I like to think of it
as a light operetta.

Whilst similar to some other traditions,
ours definitely has a tone of its own. For a
sample video, please check out the Dave
Mooney and Nancy Facebook page (and

don't forget to subscribe!). You might even
spot some familiar faces.

In our thirteen year history, we have
graduated from a papier-mâché skull to a

real one (which I had to sell my CD
collection to buy), entered the X-Factor
(don't ask) and performed alongside a

plethora of other horses at Hobby Horse
and Mari Lwyd gatherings.

And the future? Well, at least three of our
members live in Derbyshire. It might be

nice to have a go at doing the Derby Tup.
If only we could find a ram's skull…

Dave Mooney
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Australian Morris Ring National Australian Morris Ring National AleAle
The fourth Australian Morris Ring National Ale will be held in Sydney, 24-26 August 2018. An

extension tour will be held north of Sydney in the gorgeous Central Coast, 26-28 August.
http://www.morris.org.au/nationalale/2018/

Stay at an historic site with views of Sydney Harbour. Participate in dance workshops and
performances at iconic Sydney locations including stunning beaches before the Ale dinner with

views of the ocean. Picnic in a heritage venue in the Royal Botanic Gardens. Set in the beautiful
Central Coast, the extension tour will visit an award-winning gin distillery, the local brewery, a

superb fruit winery, and historic pubs in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.

Registration
The full National Ale ticket costs $320AUD and the full extension tour costs $260AUD.

Details and inclusions all listed on our website:

http://www.morris.org.au/nationalale/2018/program/

Registrations close 1 July 2018.

http://www.morris.org.au/nationalale/2018/registration/

Join the Facebook group:

https://www.facebook.com/events/251431232053608/

Contact us

Nationalmorrisale2018@gmail.com
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The Sue Dyke The Sue Dyke Award - Meet the JudgesAward - Meet the Judges
Charlotte Dover

Charlotte started dancing at the age of 6 with the
Earl of Stamford Children's Morris in 1999, and

went on to dance with the full side when she was
old enough. When she moved south for university
in 2010 she joined Windsor Morris and has been

dancing with them ever since. She is also a
founder member of Fool's Gambit Morris, a young
team with members from around the country, and
has served as Bagman and Squire of the side. In

2016 Charlotte decided to branch out from
Cotswold and joined North West team Customs &

Exiles, based in Wokingham.
Charlotte has recently taken on the joint role of
Dance Display Coordinator for Sidmouth Folk
Week and has been hard at work with her co-
coordinator inviting teams and organising the

programme. 
As well as loving to dance, Charlotte is also a

keen photographer and is rarely seen at Morris
events without her camera. She particularly enjoys
photographing dancing, getting the timing just right

and capturing great morris moments. She is
looking forward to seeing all the entries and hopes

the first year of the Sue Duke Award goes well!

Ed Worrall
Ed started dancing in 1996 with a Cotswold side,

Green Oak, in his home town of Doncaster, joining
Saddleworth Morris Men when he moved to the

area with work in 2000. Since then he has been a
dancer and musician with the side, who perform

their own self written Northwest dances, as well as
Longsword. He has also in his time, been a clog
stepper, sometime rapper dancer and even done

some Border!
He has acted as Treasurer, Bagman for

Saddleworth's Rushcart weekend and Squire of
his side. He has also served 3 years as Treasurer

of the Morris Ring and is the current Ring Squire.
In 2017 he acted as chair of the JMO committee.

Morris has been a large part of his social life for all
of that time and he has seen whole traditions such

as Border and Rapper explode into huge
popularity since he started to dance. Morris is a

diverse community and all the stronger for that. As
traditions have been passed to us, it is important

they are passed on again for future generations to
shape.

Melanie Barber

Melanie is currently the President of The Morris
Federation, and is Dance Team Director for Whitby

Folk Week. She has danced for as long as she
can remember, starting with social dancing as
soon as she could walk, and progressing onto

Step Clog, North West Morris and Rapper. Melanie
has performed and taught Step Clog for over 35

years, having been t

2017. Having missed dancing Rapper with Sharpe

Lancashire & Cheshire Clog Dance Competitions

also judged Rapper

Competition. She has a keen eye for det

st

other sides, the folk scene, sessions and festivals
around the country

Border Morris (Chep

Harlequin Morris - a mixed Cot
over the UK, played for Ouse W

stories of her local industrial history in and around
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years, having been taught by Sam Sherry and Pat
Tracey, and collecting from Bill Gibbons and Bert
Bowden, and currently dances with Strictly Clog

and Three's a Crowd. She has danced with
Rivington Morris for over 30 years and was a

founder member of Silkstone Greens North West
Morris, who celebrated their 10th anniversary in

2017. Having missed dancing Rapper with Sharpe
Sword and Boojum, she recently joined Whip the
Cat. She was one of the resident judges at the

Lancashire & Cheshire Clog Dance Competitions
until taking over as organiser in 2015, and has

also judged Rapper, Longsword, and most recently
Performance at the 2017 John Gasson Jig

Competition. She has a keen eye for detail, and is
always looking at ways to improve quality and

performance.

Mel Biggs

Mel Biggs is a musician, melodeon teacher and
Morris musician based in South Derbyshire. She

started playing and dancing for Foxs Border Morris
(Kidderminster) at the age of 10. Being part of
their wide social circle introduced her to many

other sides, the folk scene, sessions and festivals
around the country. When she moved to Cardiff in

2006 to study at University, she joined Widders
Border Morris (Chepstow) and picked up the side's

spare melodeon (and would later spend her
student loan on buying it!). She also danced

Cotswold for a short time with Bedcote Morris
(Stourbridge) whilst taking up the role of Acting
Secretary for the Open Morris on a temporary

basis in 2012. She is a founder member of
Harlequin Morris - a mixed Cotswold side based all
over the UK, played for Ouse Washes Molly from
Norfolk and she is in the throes of starting a new

Border Morris side - Wilkes' Gob - telling the
stories of her local industrial history in and around

South Derbyshire. Since 2014, she has been
building her freelance music and melodeon

teaching business. She has worked on some
incredible cross-cultural dance fusion projects,

taught abroad, performed at some top UK festivals
and recorded two albums with her trio Moirai with

Jo Freya and Sarah Matthews. She has been
working on her 'Pick Up & Play with Mel Biggs'
online melodeon course which was launched in

April 2018. Find out more about Mel and her work
at www.melbiggsmusic.co.uk.

Natalie Reid

Natalie Rae Reid is a multidisciplinary artist,
illustrator and writer, based in Newcastle upon

Tyne. In 2007, she graduated from Gray's School
of Art in Aberdeen with a Printmaking degree and

is currently studying on the Master of Fine Art
programme at Northumbria University.

With training in tap, ballet and modern dance,
Natalie was drawn to the otherworldliness of

traditional dancing in the summer of 2007, upon
meeting Gaorsach Rapper and Step in Aberdeen.

Her time performing with Gaorsach fuelled her
enthusiasm for Scottish step dance, clog and

rapper sword dancing. She also performed for a
short time, with Mons Meg Rapper, based in

Edinburgh, before relocating to the north east of
England. Natalie dances regularly with Star and
Shadow Rapper, The Newcastle Kingsmen and

Four Corner Rapper. She also teaches clog
classes as part of the Folkworks programme at
Sage Gateshead, as well as with a community
group in the village of Etal in Northumberland.
Natalie has taught at the Lancashire Wallopers
Weekend of Dance and this summer is looking

forward to teaching clog workshops at the
imfamous Whitby Folk Week.

www.natalieraereid.co.uk
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Hell’Hell’s Bellss Bells
A review of the new short film

I was excited about the release of Hell’s Bells since I first heard of the project, and I

haven’t been disappointed! The short film, made by Luke Jeffrey and Wandering Tiger

productions, was released online on May Day, and can be seen at

https://vimeo.com/267325668

The film tells the story of Rosie Dean, played
brilliantly by Magda Cassidy, a young woman
drawn irresistibly into the world of the Morris
after meeting her local team in a pub - sound

realistic so far? We first meet Rosie when
she is kidnapped from a danceout by her
parents and an expert cult deprogrammer,

and that’s where the divergence from the real
Morris world begins. Amid moody,

atmospheric soundscapes and gorgeously
interesting camera work we follow Rosie

through her harrowing intervention and discover the ‘dark side’ of the Morris into which
she has been indoctrinated, ritualistic meetings in dark deserted warehouses and

terrifying encounters with leering beasts. Rosie remains stoic facing off her captors
however and in a much more believable sequence

her Morris mates turn up to support her as she
makes her final choice.

The film is rich in colour, edgy, vibrant, energetic
and artistically shot - I found it very enjoyable to
watch. If you can manage a little suspension of

disbelief you are sure to enjoy it and there are lots
of quirks to appreciate, from the very thorough

costumes and production values to the antics of the
team’s Fool at the fair. Although the art of Morris

itself isn’t exactly at the forefront, it’s well respected
by the production and shown in a good light, and the

jig performed by Josh Fedrick is intense and
exciting. The spirit of the enterprise certainly seems

to have been in the right place, with a specially
brewed beer and afternoon ice cream breaks on set!

Writer & Director Luke Jeffrey made the film as part
of Creative England, with additional funding from the BFI Network, and a successful

crowdfunding campaign. He set out to create something subversive, and show Morris
in a different light, and I certainly think it’s a success - you can find out more about the

film and the production company at www.wanderingtiger.com.
Jen

photo by Matt Austin
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Folk DanceFolk Dance

SouthamptonSouthampton

After the success of the first Folk Dance
Southampton in September we at King

John’s Morris Men have decided to hold the
event again in 2018.

It is our aim to fill the centre of Southampton
with as many different styles of English 

dance as we possibly can to show the rich 

diversity of our dance culture. The event will
take place on the 15th September which will
be the first Saturday of Southampton Boat
Show Week so big crowds are guaranteed!

The event will take place right through the
centre of Southampton at some really good

dancing spots that attracted excellent
audiences at this year’s event.

We hope you will be able to take up our
invitation to participate in what would be an
excellent way to finish next year’s dancing

season.

Please contact us either by email at
folkdancesouthampton@gmail.com for any

further information.

You can find further details and photos of
last years’ event at

facebook.com/FolkDanceSouthampton or at
http://folkdancesouthampton.weebly.com
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Report from the Morris Ring'sReport from the Morris Ring's

Annual Representatives MeetingAnnual Representatives Meeting

Affectionately known as 'ARM', the Ring's annual meeting has taken place for the last

few years in the lovely Oak Farm Hotel near Cannock in Staffordshire. This year’s

meeting was rather momentous for the Ring, and Nicki and I were in attendance as OM

representatives.

I’m sure most of you will have heard about the changes to the Ring’s constitution that
were proposed this year - Charlie Corcoran on behalf of Leicester Morris made a

proposal that the word ‘men’ be replaced with ‘dancers’, thus eliminating the gender bar
within the Ring’s membership, not to mention cleverly sidestepping (no pun intended!)

any issues with gender non-binary identification. 

This was an important decision for the Ring, and one which was debated at great
length internally before the meeting, with an online mailgroup giving everyone a chance

to air their views. Much like OM, every full member side has a vote to cast within the
Ring, and each side’s representative would have taken instruction from their side prior
to the meeting. This meant that the very formally structured meeting was not a forum
for debate about the vote. Six men were given the chance to speak for two minutes,

three in favour of the motion and three against, and the topics ranged from
explanations of individual sides’ reasoning, to sides who had planned to leave but

would remain if the vote were carried. Both Charlie, who spoke first, and Ring Squire
Ed Worrall, who gave a brief summation before votes were cast, thanked the

membership for the dignified manner in which the emotive discussions had been
handled. Indeed the atmosphere at the meeting was convivial, if momentous. A

common theme amongst the speakers, on both sides of the argument, was the future
of the Ring and the risk of decline in a changing world.

The outcome of the vote was: of the 132 sides eligible to vote, 111 votes were cast, 97
in favour and 14 against. Ed called the outcome emphatic, but stressed that it shouldn’t
be seen as a victory or a defeat, and spoke of the importance of continuing to meet in

fellowship. I’d been expecting the motion to be carried, and was pleasantly surprised by
the high percentage in favour - but I must admit my heart was in my mouth when the

result was announced, and I must have got something in my eye...

In addition to the vote, this year’s ARM was the last which will fall in Ed’s term as
Squire, and Pete Simpson of Jockey Morris Men was duly voted in as Squire Elect.

Pete will ‘dance in’ to office at Saddleworth Rushcart on the August bank holiday
weekend. Stephen Archer also stepped down as Treasurer, to be succeeded by

Clayton Francis of East Surrey Morris Men.

The meeting also accepted a proposal to create a Joint Membership category which
will allow teams who are already members of other organisations to enjoy the benefits
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of Ring membership without effectively paying a second insurance premium.

After the meeting, there was a break for people to check into their hotel rooms, have a
cup of tea (or drink gin from toothmugs) and change into kit ready for the feast. A grand

three course meal was served, with speeches and toasts, followed by the singing of
songs (if you ever get the chance, ask Stephen Archer to sing his highly topical gender-

swapping morris ditty - I haven’t laughed so much in years!). The tables were then
cleared back and the dancing began. Each year the Ring nominates a list of dances
that form common repertoire at Ring Meetings, and these were danced in turn until

even the youngest, bounciest dancers had had enough. Every man and woman joined
in with the dancing and music as they wished, and much fun was had by all until the

wee small hours - just as a morris event should be. The following morning fond
farewells were bidden over a hearty cooked breakfast.

For me, the weekend served to highlight how strongly I feel that morris should be an
inclusive, communal thing. I love to dance and perform, but for me part of the joy in
doing it well is in doing a job worthy of my friends around me, and all the dancers
behind us down the years. I dance for them, and I organise events and encourage
dancing in any way I can so that more people can have opportunities to dance and

enjoy that camaraderie. The Ring seem to value this camaraderie and fellowship highly
and having seen an ARM in action, I feel that Ring hearts are very much in the right

place.

The Ring are custodians of the morris tradition in a way that OM and the Federation
can't be, they have 40 odd years more of it after all, and I feel that with this vote they

have proven themselves worthy of that custodianship. To me, the future of morris feels
safer and infinitely more exciting. I left feeling elated by good company, excited by the

prospect of all the fun to come, and overwhelmingly proud of the morris world as a
whole. I know there are those who feel badly towards the small percentage of ‘no’
voters, but I have to say that I got the overwhelming sense that these votes were

attempts to preserve the tradition and culture of the Ring as an organisation, rather
than symptoms of any misogynistic or reactionary thinking.

In the light of developments since the vote, with sides going mixed and sides who had
left rejoining the Ring, the future for our friends in the Ring looks bright. Who knows

what the morris world will be like in 10, 50 or 100 years? Whoever those future dancers
are, they can look back on the 2018 ARM as the day the morris world was mended.

It was great, and seemed very fitting, to share the weekend with the brilliant women of
JMO, Fiona Lock and Melanie Barber of the Federation and our Nicki Pickering - it was
an honour and a privilege to dance and sing with them, alongside Ring friends old and

new, at the feast in the evening. Many thanks to Ed and the rest of the Ring for the
lovely hospitality and the warm welcome which was extended to us as JMO

representatives. And hearty congratulations to all of you on gaining your bright new
future, I can’t wait to see what happens next!

Jen
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Folk Play WFolk Play Website Re-Launchebsite Re-Launch

The website www.folkplay.info/ is dedicated to exploring the history and

scholarship of traditional drama, and the site has now been professionally re-

designed and re-launched. Often known as mummers' plays, folk plays cover a

range of seasonal performances that have been found in Britain and Ireland,

but also in Canada, the Caribbean and the USA. 

The website is hosted by the Traditional Drama Research Group, an informal

affiliation of informed European and North American scholars and practitioners. 

In the new-look website, there is an authoritative essay on the mummers' play;

a selection of resources to help researchers and others discover more about

the plays; some texts and performance contexts; where and how to access the

major Collections of information; the full run of the former newsletter Roomer; a

Gallery of photographs including the widest selection of photographs of

Hampshire Mummers ever available; a bibliography; papers from a range of

conferences; and scanned booklets of references to the play.

An Open Morris VAn Open Morris Vacancyacancy

Sadly, our Archivist Sheila Hill has recently

resigned for family reasons. She had been

collecting and storing material with a view to

cataloguing it.

Many thanks from all of us at OM to Sheila for her

work in beginning the archives, and we’ll see you

at a dance out somewhere no doubt!

If anyone has an interest in taking on the post,

please email chair@open-morris.org.

There may also be an opportunity to join the other Morris Organisations in

archive projects. 
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Dancing England 2019Dancing England 2019
After 2017’s successful re-boot, Dancing England travels to Nottingham to host
another showcase of England’s dancing tribes. Expect competition winners, the
best of, amusements, obscurities, and much more.

The venue for 2019 is the Nottingham Playhouse, a fine stage that’s hosted
some of the country’s finest actors and ensembles. Saturday January 26th is
our turn to excite and entertain.

The list of acts invited is growing and firming up, with representatives of
Rapper, Molly, Longsword, Cotswold, North West, Clog, and Border. In 2017,
we were amazed by Platt Bridge Morris, a Carnival (Fluffy) Morris team from
Wigan, their straight lines and precise stepping put some of us to shame. You
can expect more of the same, and a bit more.

We’ll have some workshops that you can attend, stalls selling musical
instruments, leather goods, ephemera, and more besides. Of course there’ll be
a real ale bar, and a damn fine ceilidh to finish.

We couldn’t have done 2017 without the support of the Morris Organisations,
fellow dancers, and musicians. Can we ask for your support by buying a ticket
and coming to see the show?

Please keep an eye on social media and the website, team details will be
released teasingly over the summer. You could even help spread the word by
taking some flyers to festivals.

Don’t forget: Saturday 26th January 2019 at Nottingham Playhouse

www.dancingengland.co.uk

Tickets on sale August via Nottingham Playhouse.
Edwin Dyson

photos by John Dowell
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Press Release!Press Release!

Fools and Beasts Unconvention 2018Fools and Beasts Unconvention 2018

This year's Unconvention will be based at the Parish Rooms, Highnam
Community Centre, Highnam, Gloucestershire, GL2 8DG and will take

place over the weekend of 12-14th October 2018. It will involve
workshops, Saturday walking tour of Gloucester, plus the Feast at The
Toby Carvery, Highnam. On Sunday we will have the AGM of course -

your chance to have your say. 

Accommodation is indoor camping; there may be provision for outdoor
camping and motorhomes, to be confirmed. Please indicate at time of
booking. For anyone who wishes to be posh, there are some excellent

B&Bs in Gloucester.

Attendance at the Unconvention  is available to any budding or
experienced Fools, Beasts and Morris Characters from any team from
the Ring, Open or Federation. If you have never been before, come

along and meet other like-minded idiots people to swap tales, ideas and
experiences. And, for those who have been - you know what mayhem to

expect!

The cost this year will be £70 per person, which includes all meals
except Sunday lunch. Pro rata rates available for those who wish to

attend part of the proceedings.
Please note that this is the first price increase  for many years, and we

feel it is still competitive with many of the other Morris weekends
available. 

Application forms are available via our website,
www.foolsandbeasts.org.uk, via the Ring website, or by email to Robert

Chisman, triggertrotter1@aol.com. 

STSTOPOP PRESSPRESS

On the SundayOn the Sunday, we have been invited to attend the Service at, we have been invited to attend the Service at

Gloucester Cathedral for those that will - there will be a "KingsGloucester Cathedral for those that will - there will be a "Kings

Queens and Martyrs" walking tour for those who won't!Queens and Martyrs" walking tour for those who won't!
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And now for something completely difAnd now for something completely different!ferent!



Open MorrisOpen Morris
ContactsContacts

CHAIR: Nicki Pickering, North Wales
01248 600956

chair@open-morris.org

SECRETARY: Norm Warren, E Sussex
secretary@open-morris.org

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY: 
John Scholey, Kent

membership@open-morris.org

TREASURER: Liz Scholey, Kent
treasurer@open-morris.org

WEB OFFICER: Malcolm Hills, 
West Yorkshire

web@open-morris.org

EDITOR OM MAGAZINE: Jenny Cox
dancingon@open-morris.org

ARCHIVIST: Position vacant
Please get in touch if you’re interested!

Area RepresentativesArea Representatives
Please feel free to contact your Area Rep

at any time. 

North East 
(Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland, Teeside,

Tyne and Wear)
Malcolm Hills – associates@btinternet.com

East Midlands 
(Lincs, Notts, Derbyshire, Leics, Rutland,

Northants)
Vacant – Please get in touch if you’re

interested!

West Midlands
(Staffs, Worcs, Warwickshire, Shropshire, W

Midlands, Herefordshire)
Craig Simmonds

craigmartinsimmonds@gmail.com

Wales & North West  
(Wales, Cheshire, Lancs, Cumbria, Greater

Mancs, Merseyside)
Nicki Pickering – dr_nicki_h@hotmail.com

East Anglia
(Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs incl Peterborough)

Robin James – robin@robinjames.me.uk 

South East 
(Kent, E Sussex, Essex, W Sussex, London,

Greater London, Surrey)
John Scholey – js@danceon.org

Central 
(Oxon, Herts, Beds, Bucks, Berks)
Jenny Cox – jen@bunkfest.co.uk

South Central 
(Hampshire and Isle of Wight)

Lindsay McComb - linsch@iowasbestos.co.uk

West/South West
(Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset, Wiltshire,

Gloucs, Avon incl Bristol)
Vacant – Please get in touch if you’re

interested!

I hope you’ve enjoyed this edition of Dancing On! 

Many thanks as always to all the contributors to this magazine, and to all of the OM
team for being efficient, excellent and a general delight to work with! The next edition of

Dancing On! will come out in time for our AGM in Stourbridge on Sunday November
18th. We’d love to be reading about what YOU get up to over the summer, so please

email dancingon@open-morris.org with all your contributions!

Please note that the views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of
Open Morris.

w w ww w w . o p e n - m o r r i s . o r g. o p e n - m o r r i s . o r g

needs you! needs you! 


